JUNIUS TREE: 'Excellent entertainment'

Hogan, hard-pressed in reducing Robin and/or flushing Dave, employs every imaginable method of spying on the young would-be lovers, and hilarious times, money, and ingenuity on projects to achieve Robin and Dave. Eventually, of course, love and purity triumph. Dave and Robin get married, and Hogan is relegated to a life of banishment among the beauties.

Jack Lemmon as Hogan is entertaining, although not very plausible. Edie Adams as Irene is both entertaining and believable — keep an eye out for her in the future: she has quite a bit amount of talent. Carol Lynley as Robin is lightweight, but manages to carry the ball. Dean Jones fills spaces adequately.

Robert Lansing and Imogene Coca as Murphy, the gardener, and his wife provide some of the funniest lines in the movie, and add substantially to the overall enjoyment, handling their relatively minor roles extremely well.

High points of the show include the scenes inside Hogan's plush mechanical wolf's den, Hogan's frantic attempts to spy on Robin and Dave while tending an overly amorous cat, and an unforgettable scene involving Hogan and a stethoscope.

All in all, "under the Junius Tree" affords a good evening's entertainment, and is well worth the price of admission.

UNICORN COFFEE HOUSE

Peter, Paul and Mary

Nov. 25 to Dec. 8
825 Boylston Street

For Your Convenience!!

THE TECH COOP is experimenting with Saturday openings to determine the demand for them.

NOW
Open at 9:00 AM
Closed at 1:00 PM

We Welcome Your Browsing, Shopping, and Comments.

The Tech Coop Has Kaywoodie Pipes!

1964 Automobile Insurance
S. Billard Insurance Agency
277 Franklin St., Boston
542-0351 542-0352

- All Risks
- Time Payments
- Replace Cancelled Insurance
- Motorcycles and Scooters: Our Specialty

OPEN EVENINGS AND SATURDAYS

For Your Convenience!!

THE TECH COOP

is experimenting with Saturday openings to determine the demand for them.

NOW
Open at 9:00 AM
Closed at 1:00 PM

We Welcome Your Browsing, Shopping, and Comments.

BE AN AD EXPERT
(show Madison Avenue how it's done)
Write the "perfect" ad for one of these 3 products and win a matched set of five Kaywoodie pipes.

EVERYONE ENTERING WINS A PACKAGE OF KAYWOODIE TOBACCO
In addition 5 major prizes awarded on your campus

Copy points on KAYWOODIE PIPES

Kaywoodie Super Grace pipe illustrated $15.95 - others from $8.95 to $29.95

Pipes are better's symbol of the dominant masculine male. They provide all the powers of smoking, without fagging. Kaywoodie is the world's most lethal collection of classic American designed tobacco pipes. It includes a complete range of types and sizes - from the fat Chubbies to a top-grade Stratagum to the finest English made pipes. And, of course, every Kaywoodie is stamped with the Kaywoodie emblem - a unique and genuine symbol of real smoking art and craftsmanship.

Meant for the man who is not afraid of sophistication. A pipe is peculiarly personal, and Kaywoodie is the closest thing to an ideal companion. Let Kaywoodie be your guide. It is Kaywoodie that is worth the price.

IDEAS ON NEW KAYWOODIE TOBACCO

Write about NEW KAYWOODIE BUTANE LIGHTER

Specially designed - it's the world's finest butane pipe lighter. Solidly constructed, it takes care of the job.

HERE'S ALL YOU DO - Write any size ad, large or small. You don't have to draw, just describe whatever you want illustrated. The contest entry form will give you the details. A winner will be chosen by Kaywoodie's judges. The grand prize is a $100 Kaywoodie pipe. There will be 4 runners-up; each will receive a $25 Kaywoodie pipe. The four winners will be chosen by judges. The contest entry form will give you the details.

KAYWOODIE PIPES

The Tech Coop Has Kaywoodie Pipes!

Lecture Series Committee Calendar

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 27: THANKSGIVING FREE MOVIE
"FRANCIS JOINS THE WACS"

starring Francis The Talking Mule and co-starring Donald O'Connor
8:00 P.M. ONLY
KRESGE

A Lecture: SERGE LENTZ - "EXPLOSIVE RED CHINA"

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4
8:00 P.M.
KRESGE
FREE
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